SPU I-O students and alumni - If you haven't already, please consider attending SIOP this year. See below for their most recent correspondence to get an idea of what you can expect from the experience.

As for our role at SIOP, make sure you check out the following SPU I-O presentations and posters.

CollinsRVT - Presentation type / The The Impact of Affirmations on Emotions in Coaching

Pick your favorite comfy chair and make sure you have enough coffee on hand – the SIOP Virtual Conference begins next week! We have nearly 2,000 registrants just like you ready to access and discuss novel, thought-provoking content from more than 450 submissions.

As this is SIOP’s first (and unexpected) foray into a virtual conference, we have prepared these tips to help you make the most of your attendee experience:

1. The platform on which the conference takes place is called Whova. On June 16, you will be sent details granting you full access to the SIOP 2020 event through both the Whova website/desktop platform and the Whova mobile app. This will give you maximum flexibility to access content and conversations from your desk, your couch, or while on-the-go.

2. Carve out time on your calendar to engage in the conference. We were intentional in creating a generally asynchronous, on-demand conference experience so that our attendees in all time zones and with all manner of professional and personal commitments could participate. But don’t let June 16-30 come and go in a blur. Take a few minutes now to set calendar reminders for when you will log into the conference to engage with the content and the community of conferencegoers. Make the most of this investment in yourself and your career!

3. Set goals for what you hope to achieve by attending the SIOP Virtual Conference and manage expectations. Do you have certain areas of I-O research about
which you’d like to learn more? Are there specific people with whom you have
been hoping to engage, and now is your chance? Do you have unresolved
business needs with which our conference partners may be able to assist? We
can all agree that meeting virtually does not build the same type of excitement as
when we convene in person, but there is still much value to be gained in fully
exploring the conference session and discussion offerings.

Cost of Attendance

Like the in-person SIOP Conference, SIOP 2020 Virtual offers a great return on your
professional development investment, which I know is very important right now. One low
fee unlocks fourteen days of access to the latest and best thinking in I-O psychology on
a whole range of topics that are vitally important to our organization. In addition to more
than 450 sessions, I will be able to engage with my colleagues and thought leaders on
these topics in a virtual space dedicated to supporting the exchange of ideas and
information so important to helping us thrive in these turbulent times. All of this comes
with no additional costs for travel, materials, or accommodations.

SIOP 2020 Virtual Registration Rates:
$185 for SIOP Student Affiliates $0 for airfare
$295 for SIOP professional members $0 for hotel accommodations
$525 for nonmembers $0 for ground transportation